On the interplay between tense marking, aspect and temporal continuity in Udora Komi

The Udora dialect of Zyrian Komi lacks the morphological opposition between the present and future tenses that is found in other Komi dialects and the written standard. The morphemes corresponding to these tenses are, however, found in this dialect, with individual verbs showing a strong tendency to choose one of the two. This study shows that the two morphemes are not in free variation but rather carry various grammatical meanings, and that the variants are strongly connected to the lexical aspect of individual verbs.

Due to the rigidity of the system, the authors refer to the variants here as conjugation types. The -as- conjugation type, which corresponds to the Standard Komi future marker, occurs with all transitive verbs and a majority of intransitive verbs. However, the study also identifies a group of intransitive verbs occurring with the conjugation type -e̮-. The verbs in the latter group can be analysed as temporally continuous. Additionally, there are other subgroupings that can be postulated, including verbs that describe involuntary actions. The system interacts in a predictable manner with Komi derivational morphology.

The study also corroborates the previously proposed historical connection between this characteristic of verbal morphology in the Udora dialect and Old Komi. The authors suggest that the verbal morphology seen in these Komi varieties must predate the contemporary tense system. The study provides a new direction for analysing the development of the tense system in the Permic languages, as it is shown that the factors underlying the variation extend beyond transitivity. As a previously undescribed phenomenon, the study describes the use of the Udora conjugation types in narrative tense structuring and demonstrates parallels with Standard Komi.
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1. Introduction

The Udora dialect is a variety of the Zyrian Komi language that is spoken in the westernmost corner of the Komi speaking area. In this region, Komi villages follow two large rivers, the Vaška and the Mezen. Geographically speaking, the area is relatively remote. The Udora region has 21 settlements that are included in the population censuses, but these can usually be divided into smaller local clusters of villages. According to the Russian population census conducted in 2010, there were 8,018 Komi living in the Udora region, comprising 40 percent of the region’s population (Federal State Statistics Service, Russia 2010). There is no recent sociolinguistic research on the situation with regard to language maintenance in the region. Based on the authors’ fieldwork experience, the traditional Komi villages in the area are largely Komi-speaking, but the younger inhabitants regularly move to larger cities, which has an impact on their language use. The official population statistics for the region paint a picture where approximately 75 percent of the inhabitants of the smaller villages, which include Glotovo, Koslan, Černut’evo, Čuprovo, Pučkoma, Pyssa, Važgort and Jortom, are Komi-speaking (Federal State Statistics Service, Russia 2010). As such, the dialect has numerous unique features at all levels of language. Morphologically, the Udora dialect does not distinguish between the present and future tenses, which is unusual among the Permic languages and dialects.

In this study, we aim to describe the third-person verb marking in Udora and the functions of two distinct morphemes that are in variation. We propose that the use of these morphemes is lexically conditioned and connected to a lexical aspect system, so that intransitive, temporally continuous verbs receive a distinct morphological marking. The traditional description of this feature states that the Udora dialect employs formally identical (i.e. syncretic) present-tense and future-tense markers, but the temporal distinction between them is blurred (see Sorvačeva & Beznosikova 1990: 67; Lytkin 1961: 52–53; 1977a: 282; Cypanov 2005: 28, 141, 147).

1. Throughout the study, we use the terms Zyrian Komi and Permian Komi to refer to the two main Komi varieties and written standards. We find that this convention fits well with the terms Зыран-Коми and Перым-Коми used in Komi scientific research. The terms Komi-Zyrian, Komi-Permyak and Perm Komi can certainly also be used, and we do not consider the English conventions for referring to these languages to have fully emerged yet.
Following this pattern, a Udora dialect speaker would customarily inquire about the identity of a new person by asking:

(1) Кудз тэнö шуасны?
   \textit{ku̯ʒ\  tene̯ \  šu-asni̯}  
   how\  2SG.ACC\  say-FUT.3PL
   ‘What’s your name? (lit. How will they call you?)’
   (Authors’ field notes)

In Standard Komi, and to our knowledge in all other dialects, the idiomatic expression would almost without exception contain the present tense verb form \textit{uuyöňu̯ /šuنسi̯} ‘they say’, as the speaker’s motive is to find out how someone is called at the moment so they will know how to refer to them. Of course, given the right context, the future form could also occur, as seen in (2). We note that the writer of this text, Aleksandr Matveev, was born in the Syktyvrad region:

(2) Бöбön тэнö шуасны, Владимир, татшöм ныв вылö кö он gröтрась!
   \textit{beb-en\ tene̯ \  šu-asni̯,\ vlad'imir,\ tačem\ niv}  
   fool-INS\  2SG.ACC\  say-FUT.3PL\  Vladimir\  this_kind\  girl
   \textit{vil-e̯\  ke̯\  on\  getraš}  
   on-ILL\  if\  NEG.2SG\  marry.CNG
   ‘You will be called an idiot, Vladimir, if you don’t marry a girl like that!’ (Matveev 1958: 48)

In examples such as this one, however, there is often a clear temporal or sequential interpretation. In fact, getting married in the future is the topic of the humorous play from which this example originates. Cypanov (2005: 148) characterises the Komi future tense as being used when the event described event after the moment of speech, in a one-time process that cannot be divided into phases, and with modal connotations about the certainty of the outcome. This is exactly what we see here. Most of the play is in the present tense, but there are a few instances where the future tense is used. We will use another example from the same play to illustrate the Standard Komi use of the present and future in Section 3.2.

The system we find in Udora is strikingly different, with verbs marked with \textit{ -as-} in the third person being the most common, and with \textit{-e-} marking occurring with individual verbs. We see this in (3) and (4).
Иван чаревич водас и унмовсяс. И узьё куим сутки. Сы дінё воасны став зверыс, коді тэсі войтча.

ivan tsarevič *vod-as i unmovś-as.* i ivan tsarevich lie_down-FUT.3SG and fall_asleep-FUT.3SG and

*уз̱ь е куйим сутки.* si din-ę *vo-asni*

sleep-PRS.3SG three day.PL 3SG at-ILL come-FUT.3PL

stav ėžer-ıs, kodi tes-ı *vejćća.*

all animal-3SG who meet-PST.3SG before

‘Ivan Tsarevich lies down and falls asleep. And he sleeps for three days. All the animals he has met come to him.’ (Fokos-Fuchs 1916: 160)

(4) Õти идзас-бынмод пыртас и мёдла пёто, а купечьес повясны и пышйёны ëти дёрём кёгё.

*et’i ižas-bijn- qed pirt-as i mёdla*

one straw-bunch-prol take_in-FUT.3SG and elsewhere

pet-ę, a kupeć-jes povź-asni i
go_out-PRS.3SG but merchant-PL frighten-FUT.3PL and

*pišj-eni et’i deręm kež-ę.*

escape-PRS.3PL one shirt middle-ILL

‘He takes in a stack of straw and goes out. But the merchants are frightened and run into a thread shirt.’ (Fokos-Fuchs 1916: 172)

In these examples, the majority of verbs are marked with what in Standard Komi would be the future tense, but individual verbs such as ‘sleep’, ‘go out’ and ‘escape’ are in the present tense. It seems clear to us that, in examples such as these, the intended function cannot be tense marking. There is, however, an underlying systematicity, and that is what we aim to describe.

Our study is structured so that we first discuss the position of Udora within the Komi dialects. From this, we move into a more general description of how the use of the present and future tenses is described in contemporary Komi grammar. After this, we discuss the dataset used for our study. In our analysis, we examine different features and hypotheses that have been connected to the Udora third-person verb forms in earlier literature: object conjugation (Lytkin 1977a: 283) and transitivity (for the transitivity and object conjugation hypothesis, see also Serebrennikov 1956: 68), imperfect aspect especially with specific derivations (Serebrennikov 1963: 255) and derivation types in general (Sorvačeva 1952: 46; Ponarjadov 2004: 112). We complement this analysis with an external comparison to
Old Komi, where similar variation to that found in the Udora dialect has been described before (Lytkin 1977a: 282; Cypanov 2005: 30). This external comparison serves to root our results in their historical context within Komi dialectology. We also examine and discuss our novel observation that the morphemes under investigation are used in the Udora dialect as a way to mark event structure in narratives. In that section, we provide a large number of complete example texts that also illustrate the use of tense in the Udora dialect more broadly.

The examples in this study are presented in the contemporary Komi orthography, with morphemic interlinearisation in Finno-Ugric Transcription and glosses in English. For the sake of clarity, we use the abbreviations PRS and FUT in our interlinear glosses to mark the verb forms under investigation, although these are not unproblematic labels for glossing occurrences of these forms in the Udora dialect. The level of transcription is phonemic, and examples taken from different sources have been harmonised into a comparable representation. The relevant third-person verb forms are marked in bold. For the original versions of the transcriptions, we encourage the reader to consult the works cited. All translations have also been revised and edited by the authors, and are not identical to those found in the original sources. Whenever numeric results are discussed, the observations obtained from our corpus are presented as contingency tables. We have also published the individual example dataset as an online appendix to the current study (https://doi.org/10.33339/fuf.97371) so that our results can be compared with different materials and to facilitate further work.

2. Related work

There have been several individual studies connected to Udora verbal morphology, but the examples from Udora are usually used to illustrate a broader argument, especially in the context of historical morphology. Studies that exclusively investigate the Udora dialect have remained rare. The earliest modern description of the Udora dialect is by Sidorov (1930), who does not discuss the behaviour of the present and future markers among the particularities of the dialect. A few decades later, Sorvačeva (1952) provides a more detailed treatment, which also addresses Udora verbal morphology. In her view, reflexive verbs formed with ś and verbs of action and movement employ the -ɛ- conjugation (Sorvačeva 1952: 46). She argues that at Upper Vaška, aspeectual differences are marked as in Russian
(Sorvačeva 1952: 44). This idea is later supported by Serebrennikov (1963: 255) in connection with past-tense allomorphy in Udora, but it is rejected by Cypanov (2005: 87), who do not see this analysis as being supported by contemporary data. This mainly illustrates that the notion of aspect has been regularly present in discussions of the Udora dialect. We suggest in our study that aspect is a relevant category behind the variation in Udora, but this is primarily in the sense of lexical aspect, which is a viewpoint that has not been previously suggested.

The most important description of the Udora dialect is arguably the monograph by Sorvačeva and Beznosikova (1990). In it, they describe a non-differentiated present–future tense and state that the morphemes are used interchangeably (Sorvačeva & Beznosikova 1990: 68). The variation is not further explained, but the authors refer to Lytkin’s explanation about the different stem vowels being reflected in the two endings (Sorvačeva & Beznosikova 1990: 67). Here, the argument is that the -s- would be a separate element that was added due to homonymy with other persons in the past tense (Lytkin 1961). Synchronically, the monograph does not offer more details about the use of these tense marking morphemes, but it is still the most thorough description of this dialect.

Lytkin (1961: 53–54) compares the conjugation systems in the Udora dialect and Mari, arguing that the systems are similar, and agrees with the early analysis of Sorvačeva (1952: 46) in that action and movement verbs and specific derivations are connected. He argues, however, that this does not explain the whole picture and that verbs cannot be categorised into only these groups in the contemporary Udora dialect. Lytkin (1961: 54) states that defining the exact parameters for the variation is not possible. Somewhat later, Lytkin (1969: 97) also connects the Udora conjugations to historical stem vowels, eventually extending the comparison to other Uralic languages.

The connection to Old Komi was also recognised at an early stage: Lytkin (1977a: 63–64) proposes that in Old Komi, the present and future tense were not distinguished, and that the same phenomenon is in some manner visible in the Udora dialect. Lytkin (1977b: 280, 283) connects the Zyrian Komi past tense allomorphy to the present–future variation in Udora, and also discusses it in the context of Old Komi. The development Lytkin proposes is that object conjugation was in the process of developing in Komi but never became fully established.²

² In Lytkin’s words: не пустило глубоких корней.
Tense and aspect in Udora Komi

analysed in the rest of the Komi speaking area as a present–future opposition, but has left various traces, especially in the Udora dialect (Lytkin 1977a: 283). The suggested development is that the forms marked with -s- used to express transitivity, and that the function of future tense emerged from this. Later, the use of this element also spread to intransitive verbs (Lytkin 1977a: 282–283; Bartens 2000: 191). Similarly, Cypanov (2005: 141) analyses the undifferentiated present–future marking in Udora as an archaism, where the functions of the -e- and -as- morphemes were not yet entirely separate, but he does not find the historical scenario proposed above entirely convincing. The idea that Proto-Permic would not have had distinct present and future tenses is further complicated by the fact that, with the exception of the Udora dialect, the Permic varieties have been described as having remarkably similar present–future tense systems, with an essentially identical set of two morphemes, as has also been noted by Ponarjadov (2004: 106).

The study by Ponarjadov (2004) is one of the few recent studies that focuses only on Udora materials. His approach is etymological, and his results support Lytkin’s idea that the two morphemes are selected by individual verbs (Ponarjadov 2004: 108). He further connects this to the different reconstructed stem vowels, and concludes that it is not possible to find a temporal distinction between these morphemes in the Udora dialect. In Section 5.5, we do report a distinctive usage in narratives that, to our knowledge, has not been described before. Ponarjadov (2004: 110–111) also finds that derivational morphology impacts the choice of morphemes but states that the reasons for this are unclear. Our analysis in Section 5.4 shows that the process in Udora is connected to the properties of different derivations, depending essentially on the semantics of individual verbs. The analysis of Ponarjadov (2004), especially with regard to derivations, is an important predecessor to our current work. We do not, however, examine the reconstructed stem vowels in more detail, primarily because this would require a very extensive investigation of the latest etymological literature, which is beyond the scope of this study. We hope, however, that our word lists and results will also be useful for further research in this direction. The most current research on Uralic historical morphology also suggests that we cannot reconstruct the Proto-Uralic tense system very well, and there are various conflicting possibilities as to how it could be reconstructed (Aikio, forthcoming).

The connection between these forms and object conjugation is, according to Csúcs (2005: 260), the generally accepted opinion of the field, and he discusses it in connection with a similar analysis by Rédei (1989: 199).
The diversity of opinions in the field, the complexity of the issue and our evolving understanding of the earlier language stages suggest that more research is needed.

In this study, we do not attempt to propose alternative developments, but rather try to analyse the phenomenon primarily on a synchronic level using attested language forms as our sources. It seems to us that earlier work on this topic has often proceeded in a bottom-up fashion, where the current state of the art in historical linguistics has been used to reason and explain the variation we see today in these language varieties. In our view, however, we should emphasise the best possible contemporary description, which should then impact the possible reconstructions.

3. Background

3.1. Udora within the Komi dialects

Zyrian Komi is traditionally described as having ten dialects. The written standard is based on the dialect from the Syktyvkar region, which is spoken at the boundary of two major dialect groups. Zyrian dialects are commonly divided into the Northern and Southern groups, with the dialects of Udora, Lower Vyčegda, Vym and Ižma belonging to the Northern (also known as North-Western) group (Popova & Sažina 2014: 8). There is also a history of connecting the North-Western dialects to Old Komi (Lytkin 1977a: 282), with which Udora shares other isoglosses (Popova & Sažina 2014: 103). These varieties appear to belong to the same historical dialect group (Ljašev 1980: 12). Lytkin (1952: 121) has also analysed Udora, Vym and Old Komi as belonging to the same dialect group and as having minor differences from one another, in contrast to the clearer difference they have from the Sysola dialects. For a thorough overview of Komi dialects, see Popova and Sažina (2014) and the monographs on individual dialects. A thorough review is beyond the scope of this paper, but it is worth noting that Udora exhibits a variety of features that do not have parallels in any other Komi dialect; for further details, see Sidorov (1930) and Sorvačeva (1952). At the same time, Vym and Ižma have features not shared with Udora, such as dative object marking (Klumpp 2008: 189; Ljašev 1977: 120), which would indeed support the idea, presented in Figure 1a, that Ižma would historically descend mostly from Vym and not from Udora.
According to Sažina (2014: 82), there are six modern Zyrian Komi dialects that can be regarded as continuations of the earliest dispersal of Komi to its current speaking area. These are the Southern Zyrian dialects of Luza-Letka, Upper Sysola and Central Sysola, and the Northern Zyrian dialects of Vym, Lower Vyčegda and Udora. These are also the areas where Zyrian
settlements could already be found by the 15th century (Savel’eva 1997: 55, 61). These oldest dialects are marked in Figure 1a at the lowest level in the Zyrian dialect hierarchy with the extinct Old Komi. The other varieties, although relatively old, represent later areal expansions.

From the perspective of our study, the most central implication of the historical background of the Zyrian dialects is that Udora is among the oldest dialects, and none of the other dialects descend directly or solely from it, nor can we postulate any of the modern dialects to be its predecessor. Therefore, if a unique feature is described in the Udora dialect, even if it cannot be found in other modern Komi dialects, we cannot conclusively demonstrate that the development must be a Udora innovation. When we discuss a feature that occurs within the Permic languages in only one dialect, the historical relations of the dialects are central to what can be postulated.

From the point of view of population history, we can also take into account the suggestion of Žerebcov (1972) that Udora was populated from the south, which is the area where Old Komi was spoken (see Figure 1b). The Yarenga area, located to the south of Udora, was once Komi-speaking, and there were migrations to the Vaška area in the 1400s before the local language shift was complete and the areas in the south became Russian-speaking (Žerebcov 1972: 19). The earlier Komi presence in these regions, including the Pinega Basin, is also clear from toponymic evidence (Turkin 1984: 178). Vaška was populated first, and permanent settlements at Mezen appeared in the second half of the 16th century, but there were also migrations to Mezen from parts of Vym (Žerebcov 1972: 21–22). This supports the description of Sidorov (1930: 49), who states that the Udora subdialects differ such that Vaška is more similar to Lower Vyčegda and Mezen closer to Vym.

3.2. Third-person tense marking in Komi

Komi has an elaborated tense system with various functionally differentiated forms. The morphologically marked tenses are two past tenses, present and future. The rest of the tenses are constructed using auxiliaries and participles, and the second past tense also originates from a participle. The second past tense has additional meanings connected to evidentiality and indirectivity (Leinonen & Vilkuna 2000), or to the sense of non-involvement (Baker 1983: 76). For an analysis of the different functions, see also Cypanov and Leinonen (2009). In the glosses, the second past tense is
distinguished using the abbreviation \texttt{pst2}, whereas the first past tense is marked with \texttt{pst}. In all Komi dialects, the functional distinction between present and future appears in the inflectional paradigm only in the third-person forms. In the first and second person, the forms are identical. In the third person, the distinction is marked with the morpheme -\varepsilon- in the present tense and -\texttt{as}- in the future tense. Additionally, future meanings can be expressed by means of verbs used in a modal sense, such as \texttt{kutny} /\texttt{kutnį}/ ‘hold’, \texttt{pondyńy} /\texttt{pondįńį}/ ‘begin’ or \texttt{mōńy} /\texttt{mėńį}/ ‘go (in a certain direction)’ (Popova & Sažina 2014: 212). These two distinct grammatical strategies for expressing future meanings are customarily referred to in Komi grammaticography as the first and second future tenses, in analogy to the numbered past tenses.

The starting point for our investigation is that, as described in modern grammars, the present and future in third person should be distinguished in the written Zyrian Komi standard as two different tenses. We are not aware of any research that would argue that the main distinction is something else. The most detailed description of the uses of the Komi present and future tenses can be found in the grammar \textit{Ӧнія коми кыв} (Fedjunëva et al. 2000). According to this grammar, the Komi present tense is used in the following situations (examples taken from Fedjunëva et al. 2000: 239–240) (translation by the authors, examples within text omitted):

1. To express the direct present, i.e. the actual, current moment when the described action is taking place at the exact time of speaking, without moving beyond it.
2. To indicate a reoccurring, abstract present tense, when the moment of speaking is understood widely and the action takes place more than once.
3. To express events that exist at all times and in all possible situations.
4. To indicate the relative, indirect present tense in the past, when the narrator is describing something happening, often in a relative clause introduced by main clause in a different tense.
5. In folklore, speech and literature, one encounters the historical present tense where the verb marks a distant event as if it would be taking place now.
6. To express a “transferred” tense, which is when the present tense is used in a context with another tense and takes on the meaning of that tense, as though the expression should perhaps have been in another tense.
The same grammar describes the use of the future tense as follows:

1. To express a specified future meaning.
2. To indicate a distant future meaning, which expresses an event that will take place at some unspecified time. [...] This meaning can also be called clearly known future, which will take place in truly unknown time.
3. To express a gnomic, broad future tense meaning, which occurs in proverbs, in fixed phrases, [...] In proverbs, the present tense may also be used, [...] the meaning does not change significantly. The gnomic meaning appears in future forms when the event discussed takes place always or happens from time to time.
4. As a modal future that expresses the speaker’s opinion about the topic, how it is valued or evaluated. It was already mentioned that the future tense is used for a clearly known, certain action. [...] Often with this form, the speaker displays their own belief, i.e. the possibility that the thing will happen. This is often used in situations where the speaker expresses their own loss, disbelief or hopelessness.
5. The “transferred” meaning of the future that is used in place of other tenses is very common. Future verbs are used in present and past tense contexts to bring the speaker closer to the events and to make the speech more vivid. [...] The transferred meaning can surface in two contexts: a) with the present tense, and b) with the past tense. When used with the present tense, it expresses continuously happening events that are being discussed. This meaning is particularly common in everyday speech [...]. When used together with the past tense, the future marking expresses things that have happened at some point; it often appears in legends, stories, literature and when recounting memories. Most commonly, the past tense expresses its own base meaning, marking phases in the events that take place in known times.

It is worth noting that there are numerous instances where the present tense and future tense are used in similar contexts to one another. Point 3 in both lists, always ongoing or gnomic events, is very similar for both tenses, and it is even noted that both tenses can be used here interchangeably. Fedjunëva et al. (2000: 237) point out that both the present and the future appear in past-tense narratives as stylistic devices. They also distinguish as one parameter between present and future tense the aspunctual difference where the future tense marks events that will be completed (2000: 238).
The reader may recall that in Section 1, we provided a short example of a typical use of the Komi future tense (see Example 2 above). As can be gleaned from the descriptions in the current section, however, the use of the Komi present and future tenses is much more complicated. To help the reader fully appreciate this complexity, we present here another example from the same play, which was originally published in the journal Войвыў Кодзув in 1958. Example (5) is from the part of the text describing the typical and habitual behaviour of the protagonist Vladimir’s mother. No example is perfect, but we believe this one shows many typical properties of Komi tense marking. In the beginning, where the action of hiding is described, the subordinate clause is in the present tense. This fits in with feature 4 in the list of uses of the present tense provided above. At the end of the example, the tense shifts back to the future, which can be compared to feature 5 in the listed uses of the future tense, as it is essentially connected to the stylistic use of the future in the narrative.

(5) Локтасны сы дінё, а сійё дæебсёй. Ôтчыд ôти фотокорреспондент топдёўма вёлі, но спаситіс єш. Микулаі нима. Кыдз тай Микулай єд сюросэас потолокас лэбдас снимайтан аппаратсё!

lokt-asnỳ sì din-e, a sìj-eb-š-e. eććid eṭ'i come-fut.3sg 3sg at-ILL but 3sg hide-refl-prs.3sg once on fotokorrespondent top-eđ-ema vël-i, no photojournalist press-caus-pst2.3sg be-pst.3sg but śpasit-is eš. mikulaj ńim-a. kiž taj release-pst.3sg bull mikulaj name-ADJ how that mikulaj-id źur-jas-nas potolok-as leb-eđ-as mikulaj-2sg horn-pl-INS ceiling-3sg.ILL fly-caus-fut.3sg śiimajććan apparatus! photography machine-3sg.acc

'They come to her, but she hides. Once a journalist was approaching her, and she released a bull. It was called Mikulay. Oh how that Mikulay threw [the journalist’s] camera up to the roof with his horns!' (Matveev 1958: 47)

The middle part of (5) employs the second and first past tenses. According to Leinonen and Vilkuna (2000: 501), the second past tense is used in Komi to express a break in the main line of narration, which may be what is happening here. We also encounter such uses in the Udora materials, where the second past tense is followed by a consistent use of a future-marked
tense. We will discuss this use further in Section 5.5. The reader can also consult Examples (21) and (25), where the second past tense is used in an arguably similar function at the beginning of the narrative to establish or distinguish a certain phase of the text.

Table 1: Komi third-person paradigm with the verb мунны /munɲ/ ‘go’, dialectal variation included. The variants accepted in the Zyrian Komi written standard are marked in bold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Past II</th>
<th>Past I</th>
<th>Present</th>
<th>Future I</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Singular</td>
<td>mun-ɛm</td>
<td>mun-i</td>
<td>mun-ɛ</td>
<td>mun-as</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mun-ɛma</td>
<td>mun-is</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plural</td>
<td>munɛ-maʃ</td>
<td>mun-i-ɲ</td>
<td>mun-ɛ-ɲ</td>
<td>mun-a-ɲ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>munɛ-maas</td>
<td>mun-i-ɲs</td>
<td>mun-ɛ-ɲs</td>
<td>mun-as-ɲ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>munɛ-ma-ɛʃ</td>
<td>mun-is-ɲ</td>
<td>mun-ɛ-ɲs</td>
<td>mun-as-ɲs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When we look at the actual tense marking morphemes, we can see that there is extensive allomorphic variation in Komi dialects. The variants found in different dialects are presented in Table 1. Forms allowed within Standard Zyrian Komi are marked in bold. Our current study focuses on the variation between the present and future forms -ɛ- and -as- in both singular and plural. Especially the variation in the first past tense is so similar to the variation we see in Udora that one has to ask whether the allomorphs Vɛ ~ V are in variation that is similarly conditioned to what we find in the Udora present–future tenses. This question is beyond the scope of the current study, but it is connected to our research question and illustrates that there are related phenomena concerning various Komi dialects, not only Udora. We will also use the Standard Komi description of these tenses as a point of comparison when we analyse the phenomenon in Udora.

Although the present and future tense are contemporarily described in Komi, their status has not always been clear. In the earlier descriptions, there has been a great deal of variation as to whether the present and future tense are described separately, but contemporary grammars do so (Cypanov 2005: 123–125). Lytkin (1969: 96) also argued that the reason previous researchers, mainly Wiedemann (1884: 116) and Uotila (1938: 54), had analysed the Komi non-past tenses as an undifferentiated present–future tense was that the Komi future is frequently used in historical narratives.3

---

3. In Lytkin’s terms, elbeszélo jövő in Hungarian and будущее повествовательное in Russian.
Lytkin stresses that these tenses are, in fact, differentiated in the Komi dialects besides Udora. However, Cypanov (2005: 146) mentions that the use of the present tense in contexts where the future would be expected is common in the Komi dialects. To our knowledge, there is no study devoted only to the historical narrative tense in Komi standard varieties or in dialects, but the phenomenon itself has been recognised. Essentially, the system is constructed so that the present tense is used as a historical present and the future tense as a historical future, which Serebrennikov (1960: 51, 83) also points out. Other grammatical descriptions of the Komi languages (i.e. Lytkin 1955: 213–214; 1962: 251) also mention the use of the present and future to express historical meanings.

4. Data

In our study, we use a Udora dialect corpus we have compiled from various earlier resources and our own fieldwork. The size of the resulting corpus is 52,081 tokens, which are relatively evenly distributed over a period of one hundred years. For illustration, the Udora texts published by Uotila (1989) result in 8,000 tokens, and our contemporary fieldwork from the 2010s is 17,975 tokens. Erik Vászolyi’s published Udora texts total 13,558 tokens. All in all, there are 4,184 third-person verb forms that we have analysed, and they include 762 distinct verbs. Out of all the distinct verbs, 243 occur three times or more in the corpus. In most of the individual studies, we use three occurrences as a threshold for including a verb in the analysis. We determine that a verb belongs to one type or the other based on the most common third-person marker that occurs with the verb in the corpus. When we analysed the derivations, however, we also took rarer verbs into account. All verbs were initially extracted from the corpus using a morphological analyser for Komi (Rueter 2000) accessed using the Python package UralicNLP (Hämäläinen 2019), and then verified manually.

Several published text collections include samples from the Udora dialect. The earliest collected materials date back to the late 19th century and are published in Wichmann’s 1916 work *Syrjänische Volksdichtung*, which contains three short texts from Udora. Another early source is Fokos-Fuchs’ *Zürjén szövegek* from 1916, which contains a longer collection of narratives and other texts collected in 1913. *Syrjänische Texte III* (Uotila 1989) also includes a long section of Udora texts collected from a single speaker during the 1940s. There are no recordings for the earliest texts, but they are still
very important and sizeable records of this dialect. Even if all individual examples cannot be confirmed with audio recordings, it seems plausible that the systematic patterns they contain are accurate and correct. Of the more contemporary materials, we have used the text collection Образцы коми-зырянской речи by Žilina and Sorvačeva (1971). These texts are primarily based on recordings made between the 1940s and 1960s, and have also been used in other studies on the Udora dialect, such as Ponarjadov (2004).

In the late 1950s, Erkki Itkonen took a two-week-long trip to Syktyvkar, where he recorded several Komi speakers (Itkonen 1958: 70) including people from the villages along the river Vaška. Günter Johannes Stipa also travelled to Syktyvkar with the goal of making recordings (Stipa 1962: 65–66), and his consultants included at least one Udora speaker from Koslan. Further work around Koslan followed soon, when Muusa Vahros-Pertamo went on a fieldwork trip to that area accompanied by the young Komi writer Albert Vaneev. There, they recorded a large collection of narratives, conversations and songs (Vahros-Pertamo 1963), which to our knowledge have not been published. Later in the 1960s, Erik Vászolyi also worked in the area, and his texts have been published (Vászolyi-Vassey 1999). Vászolyi’s work is particularly significant as it is one of the rare collections that includes recordings from the Upper Mezen river; most of the materials published from Udora have focused on Vaška and Lower Mezen.

As the audio collections of Itkonen, Stipa, Vahros-Pertamo and Vászolyi are archived in the Institute for the Languages of Finland, the majority of the audio recordings were available to us. These earlier materials are further supplemented with materials recorded by the authors in 2012 and 2013. These materials have been archived in the Language Bank of Finland and are available for research use (http://urn.fi/urn:nbn:fi:lb-2021111821). See also the online appendix for a complete listing of the examples used in this study.

There are also published sources that we have not used, especially folkloric materials that include segments in the Udora dialect and certain dictionaries that contain phrases in the dialect. Our main reason for leaving these sources out has been practical, as we feel that the current corpus is large enough for the current investigation. There are also methodological aspects, as we usually cannot know the process through which the folkloric texts were edited, whereas with linguistic transcriptions we should assume that exact linguistic representation has been the goal. At the same time, the dictionary examples may be too fragmentary to allow for fuller analysis. That said, dictionaries (i.e. Fokos-Fuchs 1959, Beznosikova et al.
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2012) could be very useful additional sources and have also been used in previous works on this topic, for example, by Lytkin (1969: 99). Ideally, these sources could be used to verify or refine our results.

Additionally, as there are still untranscribed recordings in both the earlier and contemporary materials, transcribing more recordings would be one way to obtain additional information, especially about the areal and temporal nuances of different questions related to the Udora dialect. We aim, however, to provide currently available results using the existing materials, as materials can always be increased and refined.

5. Analysis

5.1. Distinct tense markers as two conjugation types in Udora

Earlier research indicates that most verbs in the Udora dialect systematically select one of the two forms under investigation in the third person (Ponarjadov 2004). Earlier descriptions have led to the conclusion that the use of these allomorphs in the Udora dialect is primarily a lexical question, representing essentially two conjugation types, and possibly originating from Proto-Uralic stem vowels (Lytkin 1969: 97). Our study attempts to provide a synchronic description, so we do not make broader comparisons between the Uralic languages here. According to common morphological models, a conjugation is defined as a class of verbs, all of which take the same set of inflectional allomorphs (cf., e.g. Dixon 2010: 334). In the case of the Udora dialect, these conjugations differ only in the third person. Bakró-Nagy, Laakso and Skribnik (2020: 33) emphasise that the term conjugation is used in very different ways in different linguistic traditions. What we mean here by conjugation is strongly connected to the Uralic tradition, where it is used in Mari and Udmurt research to mark the two main verbal inflection types.

The phenomenon discussed here can be illustrated with (6):

(6) Иван Царевич модасылас сувтас, а кар сулало.

ivan tsarevič med-əsił-as suvt-as,
Ivan Tsarevich other-morning-3SG.INE get_up-FUT.3SG
a kar sulal-ə.
but city stand-PRS.3SG
‘Ivan Tsarevich gets up the next morning, and the city is [still] standing.’ (Fokos-Fuchs 1916: 96)
In this example, the event described takes place the next day, and Ivan Tsarevich getting up and the city still standing are presented as consequently occurring events. Of course, it can be surmised that some more complex temporal distinction is marked here. In Section 5.3, we discuss this further. The next example comes from the monograph describing the Udora dialect:

(7) Мунёнъс, мунёнъс, вартасны, вартасны дай тэсё и лягей.

\[\text{mun-en\text{-}is, mun-en\text{-}is, vart-asn}^i, \ vart-asn}^i \ \text{daj}\]
\[\text{go-PRS.3PL go-PRS.3PL jump-FUT.3PL jump-FUT.3PL and}\]

\[\text{tes-}e \ \text{i} \ \text{légej}.\]

meet-PRS.3SG also frog

‘They walk and walk, gallop and gallop onward, and meet a frog.’ (Sorvačeva & Beznosikova 1990: 68)

In the middle part of (7), the third-person marking switches from -e- to -as-, and then back to -e- again at the end. The durations of the activities described here may be different, as the general act of going can be understood as a longer process than that of jumping, but then the verb тэсны /tesn}^i/ ‘meet’ that follows is again marked with -e-. In our corpus, all instances of this verb ‘meet’ occur with -e-, as is overwhelmingly the case for the verb ‘go’, while ‘jump’ always occurs with -as-. This is not entirely without exception, but the system appears to be very regular. The same explanation also holds consistently for the verbs in (6). Table 2 lists the most frequently occurring verbs that appear with -e-, while Table 3 lists the most frequent verbs that take -as-. For a more thorough listing, please refer to the online appendix.

When looking at Tables 2 and 3 (on pp. 158–159), we can see that none of the very frequent verbs are particularly ambiguous when it comes to which form they use. It has been suggested in earlier literature that the verb шунъы /šun}^i/ ‘say’ does not show a clear preference for one form over the other (Ponarjadov 2004: 108), but our data shows that with enough examples, a preference does emerge. All of the verbs in Table 2 are intransitive in Komi. We look into this phenomenon more closely in Section 5.2.

Verbs that are marked in the third person with -as- are significantly more numerous than verbs marked with -e-. This is noteworthy, as this

---

4. This is an intransitive verb in Udora dialect, so the frog is the subject, and the other participant, if expressed, would be marked with the dative case.
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Pattern already deviates very strongly from Standard Komi, where, as expected, the absolute number of present-marked verbs is higher than that of future-marked ones in a given corpus. The group of verbs that consistently occurs with -e̞- is also significantly smaller than that of -as- verbs. Based on the data presented here, we can conclude that the analysis of the Udora system as lexically selected allomorphy holds relatively well. The exceptions are important, and will be analysed in detail, but the overall picture remains that the majority of occurrences of a given verb use either -e̞- or -as- to mark the non-past tense. Next, we will try to analyse some of the properties of these conjugation groups.

5.2. Correlation with transitivity

As was discussed above, transitivity has traditionally been connected to the development of third-person verb marking in Komi. In the Old Komi materials presented by Lytkin, all of the verbs that occur with the contemporary present-tense marker seem to be intransitive, whereas those with the future marker include both transitives and intransitives (Lytkin 1952: 111–112; Bartens 2000: 118). According to Lytkin’s analysis, Old Komi had undergone a development towards object conjugation, which subsequently ceased and developed into present and future markers (Lytkin 1977b: 63–64). Lytkin also states that this development is somehow still visible in the Udora dialect (see Section 5.6 for further discussion).

Given this background, it is crucial to evaluate how the two verb endings under investigation are connected to transitivity. To do so, we have classified the Udora Komi verbs according to their transitivity. We used two categories for the classification: transitive and intransitive. These were primarily defined by the verbs’ ability to take a direct object, based on corpus data, and by the presence of valency-increasing or valency-decreasing derivations in specific verbs. We include the classification in the online appendix to this paper. Next, we describe the results of this investigation. As previously mentioned in the description of our dataset, we used three occurrences as a threshold for which verbs to include. As shown in Section 5.1, relatively few verbs absolutely always occur in one of the types, but with enough examples, a clear pattern emerges. Table 4 shows the relation between the conjugation markers and the proportion of transitive and intransitive verbs that use them.
Table 2: Most frequent verbs occurring with the conjugation -e-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb</th>
<th>Transitivity</th>
<th>Translation</th>
<th>-as-</th>
<th>-e-</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>lonji</td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>be; become</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>munnji</td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>go</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kovnji</td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>have to</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>loknji</td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>come</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>petnij</td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>exit</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ovlvlnij</td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>happen (freq.)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lebnij</td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>fly, glide, rush</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ovnij</td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>live</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>šurnij</td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>occur</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pisijni</td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>flee</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kolnij</td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>remain</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sulavnij</td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>stand</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kivnij</td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>hear</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vetlnij</td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>go around</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pukavnij</td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>sit</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>usnij</td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>fall</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>poznij</td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>can</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uznj</td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>sleep</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kujlinij</td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>be lying down</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kuvinj</td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>die</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>testnj</td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>meet</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vetledlinj</td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>go around, walk around</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vivnj</td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>be (used in a compound verb with ovnij ‘live’)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>petavnij</td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>exit (freq.)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tjadvnj</td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>appear</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>berdni</td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>cry</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kojni</td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>mate (of birds)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vorsnj</td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>play</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gorzini</td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>scream, yell</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kivvlinij</td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>listen</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tunij</td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>flood</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>udzavnij</td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>work</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dumajtćnj</td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>ponder</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>šornitnj</td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>speak</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>šusissnj</td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>be called</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verb</td>
<td>Transitivity</td>
<td>Translation</td>
<td>-as-</td>
<td>-e-</td>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>šunį</td>
<td>TV</td>
<td>say</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pondįń</td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>start</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>šedįła</td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>go (for)</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vonį</td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>come, arrive</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>boštnį</td>
<td>TV</td>
<td>take</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>puktįń</td>
<td>TV</td>
<td>put</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>karnį</td>
<td>TV</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pukšįń</td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>sit (down)</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pîrni</td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>enter</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kijnį</td>
<td>TV</td>
<td>hunt</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>suvtnį</td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>stand up</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tećnį</td>
<td>TV</td>
<td>gather</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vęcįń</td>
<td>TV</td>
<td>make, do</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ležnį</td>
<td>TV</td>
<td>let</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vajnį</td>
<td>TV</td>
<td>bring or take (by carrying)</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>viţędnį</td>
<td>TV</td>
<td>look</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>viştavnį</td>
<td>TV</td>
<td>tell, express oneself;</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>give a speech</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>šetnį</td>
<td>TV</td>
<td>give</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aţţįń</td>
<td>TV</td>
<td>see</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kutnį</td>
<td>TV</td>
<td>hold</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dumajtnį</td>
<td>TV</td>
<td>think</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kiskinį</td>
<td>TV</td>
<td>pull</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kortį</td>
<td>TV</td>
<td>ask</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nunį</td>
<td>TV</td>
<td>bring or take (on foot)</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>povţįń</td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>get frightened</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sojnį</td>
<td>TV</td>
<td>eat</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>juavnį</td>
<td>TV</td>
<td>ask</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vermintį</td>
<td>TV</td>
<td>be able to</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leptŋį</td>
<td>TV</td>
<td>rise</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sijavnį</td>
<td>TV</td>
<td>set a trap</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>viţŋį</td>
<td>TV</td>
<td>keep</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lijnį</td>
<td>TV</td>
<td>shoot</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>junį</td>
<td>TV</td>
<td>drink</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>domnį</td>
<td>TV</td>
<td>bridle, rein</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kanį</td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>climb up</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Most frequent verbs occurring with the conjugation -as-
Table 4: Transitivity and conjugations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conjugation</th>
<th>Intransitive</th>
<th>Transitive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-as-</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-e-</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In our data, there are very few transitive verbs belonging to the -e- conjugation, and none of them are frequent verbs, with all six examples belonging to the threshold category that has only three examples. Meanwhile, the -e- type contains both transitive and intransitive verbs in fairly equal proportion. We can confirm with Pearson’s Chi-squared test that this distribution is statistically highly significant (p < 0.001). Essentially, we are observing variation within the category of intransitive verbs, or, to put it more precisely, we can see that some intransitive verbs are marked distinctly from all other verbs. We can also state as one of our results that there are no frequent transitive verbs in the Udora dialect that would prefer the -e- conjugation.

One of the exceptions in the data is the verb повзёдлыны /povźedlëney/ ‘frighten sb. repeatedly’, which occurs three times and is always marked with the conjugation -e-. It is worth noting that this verb is also a frequentative. In the data, it occurs in a single text in which all verbs are similarly marked (Uotila 1989: text 206). In our classification, the verb бёрдёдны /bërdëdëny/ ‘cry a lament, lament sb./sth.’ is another transitive verb that appears to fall into this group, but it also occurs only three times, two of which use the -e- conjugation. These examples show that when we start to examine rarer verbs, it also becomes more difficult to establish which pattern they belong to. It is also noteworthy that both of these verbs are causatives derived with -ed-.

Similarly, the reflexive derivation корсисны /korsišny/ ‘search for a long time’ is classified here as transitive, as we do have an example where it has a direct object, although most of the time the object is not present, and such a derivation could be expected to be intransitive. These examples illustrate how our transitivity classification scheme could be further elaborated. With this in mind, a fruitful direction for future research would be to tag all objects separately in the corpus. For our current results and investigation, however, the scheme used now appears to be sufficient. Another thing these individual exceptions illustrate is that when there are only a handful of examples, all occurrences of a verb are often present in
the same narrative, which may further influence the conjugation patterns, as we will discuss in Section 5.5.

Our analysis of the correlation between the conjugations and transitivity confirms the previous idea that the choice of morpheme is connected to transitivity, but with subtle differences, since transitivity alone does not explain the system we encounter in Udora. Instead, transitivity represents one clear boundary: the -ȩ- conjugation is not used with transitive verbs. This means that the factor determining which conjugation is selected must occur within the category of intransitive verbs. To provide a more comprehensive explanation of the factors at play here, we will next analyse questions of aspect and derivation.

5.3. Aspect and temporal continuity

As we can conclude from the previous analysis that all frequent transitive verbs belong to the -as- conjugation type, and that intransitive verbs can belong to either, we end up with two groups of intransitive verbs. We also find that the intransitive verbs in the Udora corpus are evenly split between the two patterns. The next question is which factors could be behind this alignment. As discussed in Section 2 on earlier research, it has been suggested that action verbs and verbs of movement would use the -ȩ- conjugation. Lytkin (1961: 53–54) was not convinced that these were the actual factors behind the situation in contemporary Udora. Our suggestion is that the verbs that use the -ȩ- conjugation appear to be temporally continuous. This contrasts with intransitive verbs marked with -as-, which can be analysed as being temporally bound. This definition is not perfect, but it does capture something in the difference between two groups of verbs. The lexical aspect of individual verbs would therefore appear to be one of the defining parameters. This distinction has previously been useful in categorising the use of other grammatical structures in Komi, for example in the study of augmentative verb forms by Todesk (2015), where the telicity of the event was shown to be central in determining the semantic reading of the comparative clitic -gįk when used with verbs. In the case of Udora, the situation is not so straightforward, as the categories presented in Section 5.1 do not fall as cleanly into aspectual groups. Indeed, ‘die’ and ‘sleep’ are the exact verbs Dahl (1985: 26) uses as examples of lexemes that have different aspectual potential: in our data, these are both firmly -ȩ- conjugation verbs.
It is still worth looking more closely into whether lexical aspect could be a suitable determining factor. Concerning temporal continuity, verbs such as ‘climb’, in the sense of ‘reach the top of the mountain’, have a necessary endpoint, whereas verbs such as ‘move’ have no inherent end (cf. Filip 2012: 727). Similarly, ‘stand’ is a continuous process, but ‘stand up’ is temporally bounded. An opposition of this type could also be postulated between the verbs вонь /vonъ́/ ‘come, arrive’ and локнь /loknъ́/ ‘come’. The concept of telicity in itself may not be sufficient to describe the Udora phenomenon, as classifying individual verbs without context into telic and atelic may not capture their different uses (Comrie 1976: 45). Dahl (1985: 26–27) has also argued that the ‘inherent aspectual meaning’ of a verb can be very difficult to define based on different possible uses. In a similar vein, Croft (2012) emphasises that predicates have the potential to be conceptualised as different aspectual types. The reason we have not yet started to distinguish these types more carefully at the contextual level is the lack of variation we see in the Udora data: as we showed in Section 5.1, each verb is relatively strongly drawn to one conjugation. We will go through some key exceptions separately below. If we can show that lexical aspect is a decisive factor behind the choice of verb form in Udora, this would also help to explain why some verbs, namely those which are more temporally bound, behave similarly to transitive verbs. Indeed, Hopper and Thompson (1980) have associated transitivity with both higher telicity and punctuality cross-linguistically. As discussed in Section 3.2, the morphologically marked future tense we find in Standard Komi has also been described as having asperc-

Table 2 also shows several instances of derivations.

The majority of verbs that use the -е- conjugation are verbs that describe an ongoing process without an obvious endpoint, such as ‘stand’, ‘be’, ‘sit’, and ‘sleep’. That said, verbs such as мъсны /tesnъ́/ ‘meet (intr.)’, кувны /kuvnъ́/ ‘die’ and петны /petnъ́/ ‘exit’ are bit at odds with this description and may call for a different analysis. There are also some relatively rare process verbs that use the -е- conjugation, such as быдъмны /бъdmъ́nъ́/ ‘grow (intr.)’, кульмны /kul’mъ́nъ́/ ‘spawn’, сывны /sъvnъ́/ ‘melt’, чордны /чъrnъ́nъ́/ ‘harden’ and туны /tunъ́/ ‘rise (of water)’. The verbs пъдны /pъdnъ́/ ‘drown; suffocate’, въйны /vejnъ́/ ‘sink, go underwater’ and усьны /uśnъ́/ ‘fall’ can also be seen as belonging to this group. To explain these cases, some other parameter than telicity needs to be considered. One such
parameter could be the lack of volition, as the examples above include processes that do not have a conscious subject. This is also clear in the case of the -е- conjugation verb пёздинъ /peždını/ ‘be released (of a trigger)’.

We can also suggest that among the rarer lexical items, verbs describing speech and vocalisations appear to occur commonly in the -е- conjugation. This is true for both human and animal vocalisations, with verbs such as серавны /šeravnı/ ‘laugh’ and горзны /gorzını/ ‘scream, yell’, but also баксыны /baksını/ ‘moo; bleat (of cows or sheep), кӧкны /këknı/ ‘cuckoo’ and шкоргыны /škorgını/ ‘roar’ belonging to this group. Example (8) illustrates this use.

(8) Кырсизь кӧ тювкӧтчӧ — зéra ло-э.

kirśiz ke tůvkeć-ę – zera lo-e.
black_woodpecker if call-prs.3sg – rainy be-prs.3sg
‘If a black woodpecker calls, it is going to rain.’ (Žilina & Sorvačeva 1971: 268)

The intransitive verbs marked with -ас- form a few logical groups. One of these is momentaneous verbs, which occur in this form almost without exception. We will discuss these in more detail in Section 5.4. We also find a number of verbs that denote motion taking place along some defined dimension, such as кайны /kanı/ or /kajnı/ ‘climb’ (northern and southern dialectal variants both occur), кывтны /kivtı/ ‘slide down’ and лэччыны /lećčını/ ‘go down’. Verbs of posture change also fall firmly into the -ас- conjugation.

Determining how productive the system truly is requires further research, especially in the form of elicitation. There are numerous examples where one could think that, especially when an -ас- verb shifts to the -е- conjugation, there is some kind of an extended temporal frame of reference. For instance, in (9), this is achieved using the frequentative derivation, which expresses that the otters regularly or repeatedly climb in a certain place.

(9) Вурд кыясны вӧралиссес берӧгӧ, вурд кытчы калывлӧ, льяэс вылӧ.

vurd kij-asrı vėralis-śes bereg-ę, vurd kiććı otter hunt-prs.3pl hunter-pl beach-ill otter where
ka-livł-ę, lja-es vil-ę.
climb-freq-prs.3sg sand-pl top-ill
‘The hunters catch otters at the beach, where they tend to climb, on top of the sands.’ (Uotila 1989: 362)
The verb *кыйны* /kjınj/ ‘hunt’ itself displays wide variation between conjugations, although it is predominantly an -as- conjugation verb. The variation we see here is not easy to explain, but we believe it is connected to the fact that verbs of hunting and fishing are used to mean both ‘capture an animal using a certain method’ and ‘(regularly) practice some specific capturing method’. Usually, however, the verb for practicing the action would be marked with a reflexive derivation: indeed, the verb *кыйсьны* /kjışınj/ ‘go hunting’, for instance, belongs exclusively to the -ẹ- conjugation.

At times, we can also see the difference at the contextual level; Example (10) shows this well.

(10) Буткыльтчылъны, буткыльтчылъны и некудз оз вермыны буткыльтны, и тшӧж пондас буткыльтны и буткыльтчас.

> **butkılma-čć-il-ẹńi**, **butkılma-čć-il-ẹńi** i ńe-kuż
> roll-refl-freq-prs.3sg roll-refl-freq-prs.3sg and not-how
> oz **vermi-jńi** **butkılma-jńi**, a čěž **pond-as**
> neg.prs.3sg be_able-inf roll-caus-inf but duck start-fut.3sg
> **butkılma-t-jńi** i **butkılma-čć-as**.
> push-caus-inf and roll-refl-fut.3sg

‘They push and push, and cannot push (it) in any way, and then the duck starts to push, and it rolls (over).’ (Fokos-Fuchs 1916: 157)

In this story, several characters are trying to get a stone to roll. They try many times to roll it, but to no avail (the action is marked with an underived transitive verb form in the infinitive). Then, the duck tries to roll the stone and manages to roll it over. The final attempt is temporally bounded, as it has a clear endpoint and there is a change in state. This is closely connected to the derivational operations we will analyse in the next section.

Another peculiar type of exception we can distinguish is where verbs marked with the -ẹ- conjugation express some sort of property or characteristic of their grammatical subject. This is connected to our earlier observation that the lack of volition appears to have some effect. If we look at (11), the transitive verb ‘shoot’ is used here not to describe the occurrence of a single shooting event, but rather a specific property of the gun, i.e. with the meaning ‘the gun shoots well’.

(11) Писсяльыс вёлӧма бур, лыйӧ бура.

> **piśśal-ıs** **vel-ẹma** **bur**, **lij-ẹ** **bura**.
> gun-3sg be-pst2.3sg good shoot-prs.3sg well

‘The gun was good, it shoots well.’ (Vászolyi-Vasse 1999: 502)
In this case, the verb is used intransitively, and there is also a certain semantic ambiguity. However, describing the property of a gun is also temporally something very different from describing the action of shooting. Here we can present one more example where the temporal continuity is modified, as above, by the properties of the subject and the overall context, given the ambiguity of the verb. In (12), the verb ‘hold’ is used in the meaning of ‘contain, be able to hold’, with an inanimate subject ‘trap’.5

(12) Капканыс кутё, овлывлё, комын тув и пуд.
    kapkan-ís kut-ê, ov-lij-l-ê, komîn
    trap-3SG hold-PRS.3SG be-FREQ-FREQ-PRS.3SG thirty
    tuv i pud.
    pound and pood

‘The trap can hold, ordinarily, thirty pounds and a pood.’ (Uotila 1989: 354)

These kinds of instances suggest that the conjugations are used to express certain grammatical distinctions. It is important to note that all examples presented here show variation wherein a verb ordinarily occurring with -as- is used with -ê-. We saw in Section 5.1 that exceptions in the opposite direction also occur. In our materials, however, these exceptions are of a different type: they are related to narrative structure, which overrides the conjugation preferences set by the lexical aspect of individual verbs. We will discuss this in further detail in Section 5.5.

5.4. Derivations and conjugation classes

Komi has a complex system of verbal derivation. The most productive derivational categories are frequentative, reflexive, causative and momentaneous. These are able to combine with one another, which further enhances the complexity, and when it comes to frequentatives at least two types can be distinguished: -lî- and -al-. We illustrate the derivations here using the verbs гижны /gižnî/ (in Udora also /gežnî/) ‘write’ and мунны /munnî/ ‘go’.

We can see from Table 5 that not all intransitive verbs can be causativised. The meaning of the reflexive derivation also depends a great deal on

---

5. It has been pointed out to us that this sentence is, in fact, a bit odd, as thirty pounds is roughly equivalent to a pood. Perhaps the original intention of the speaker was to say that the trap ‘holds thirty pounds, or, in other words, a pood’.
the semantics of the stem verb: with intransitive verbs, the resulting verb can have a connotation of unintentional action; with verbs of posture, the meaning is usually a posture change; and when used with transitive verbs, the reflexive derivation renders them intransitive. Within the derivational system, the frequentative \(-l\) is connected to the combining derivations \(-vl\) and \(-l\) - , as these all are used to mark action that is regular, repetitive or continuous (Fedjunëva et al. 2000: 297). The nuances of the system are more complicated, and Fedjunëva et al. (2000: 299) emphasise that there is also an allomorph \(-l\) used to express an action that occurs only once. At the moment, we have not differentiated these meanings beyond stating that they are two frequentative categories. In combined derivations, we use the last morpheme to determine the category. In connection with the Udora conjugations and derivations, Serebrennikov (1963: 255) and Sorvačeva (1952: 46) have suggested that reflexive derivations would always belong to the \(-\) conjugation.

Table 5: Komi verbal derivation system illustrated using a transitive and an intransitive verb.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Derivation</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>underived</td>
<td>gižnį</td>
<td>write (trans.)</td>
<td>munnį</td>
<td>go</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reflexive</td>
<td>gižšįnį</td>
<td>sign up (intrans.)</td>
<td>munšįnį</td>
<td>go (unintentionally)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>causative</td>
<td>gižędnį</td>
<td>ask someone to</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>write (trans.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>frequentative</td>
<td>gižavnį</td>
<td>write often (trans.)</td>
<td>munavnį</td>
<td>go (often)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>frequentative</td>
<td>gižlįnį</td>
<td>write sometimes (trans.)</td>
<td>munlįnį</td>
<td>go (sometimes)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Here, we have decided to test the correlation between the derivations first by verb type and then with regard to all verbs occurring in the corpus, without using the threshold of three occurrences. Table 6 shows how the derivations are distributed across the verbs that occur more than three times.
Table 6: Derivations and verb types

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Derivation</th>
<th>-as-</th>
<th>-e-</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>causative</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>frequentative -li-</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>frequentative -al-</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>momentaneous</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reflexive</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>underived</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: Derivations and verb occurrences

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Derivation</th>
<th>-as-</th>
<th>-e-</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>causative</td>
<td>285</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>frequentative -li-</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>frequentative -al-</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>momentaneous</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reflexive</td>
<td>265</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>underived</td>
<td>1785</td>
<td>1115</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the Udora data, there are a number of situations where derivations change the conjugation type of the verb. We can describe a system in which the derivations are closely and often predictably linked to conjugation types. This supports the analysis according to which the conjugations would mark lexical aspect, which would then be independent for each derivation.

![Figure 2: Relationship between derivations and conjugations used, based on data in Table 7](167)
For example, there is an intransitive derivation of the transitive verb кутны /kutnɪ/ ‘hold; start’, which is кутасны /kutaśnɪ/ ‘try to catch’ (used, for example, in children’s games of tag or to describe when a child is learning to grasp items). The texts where this verb is used clearly describe the process of attempting to catch someone or something. Similarly, the derivation купчысыны /kucliśnɪ/ ‘catch from somewhere’, also intransitive, shifts the verb into the -as- conjugation type. The difference here appears to be connected to the changed telicity of the derived verb. At this point, we also wish to draw attention to (12), where the transitive verb кутны /kutnɪ/ ‘hold; start’ was used with the -e- conjugation under very specific circumstances.

Furthermore, we see that frequentative derivations do not change intransitives that occur with -e- into the -as- conjugation. The derivations овны /ovnɪ/ ‘live’ → овлывлыны /ovlɪvlɪnɪ/ ‘happen’; пышїны /pišjɪnɪ/ ‘escape’ → пышъявны /pišjavnɪ/ ‘be on the run’; петны /petnɪ/ ‘exit’ → петавны /petavnɪ/ ‘be going out’ all remain in the same conjugation as the verbs from which they are derived. This is also true of verbs such as ветлыны /vetlɪnɪ/ ‘go’ → ветлдлыны /vetlɪdlɪnɪ/ ‘go’, and → ветлывлыны /vetlɪvlɪnɪ/ ‘go around’. We argue that the main reason for this is that when combined with verbs that are already temporally continuous, frequentative derivations serve only to expand the duration of the event, they do not change the verb’s lexical aspect.

Predictably, the opposite shift from one conjugation type to the other does occur when a new frequentative verb is derived, and the -as- conjugation becomes more common. This kind of use is illustrated in (13).

(13) Урыс чуваліг ӧныс кывт кузяыс ёна вартлё.
ur-ɪs ćuval-igen-ɪs kjvt kuža-ɪs
squirrel-3sg be_in_heat-cVb.sim-3sg trapline along-3sg
jona vart-l-e.
much jump-freq-prs.3sg
‘When the squirrel is in heat, it often runs along the trapline’ (Uotila 1989: 356)

Again, we see a change in conjugation type when the action becomes temporally more continuous. Similarly, the verb дугдны /dugdɪnɪ/ ‘stop’ primarily occurs in the -as- conjugation. However, when it occurs in a frequentative derivation, we occasionally see a similar change, as in (14):

(14) Урыс чуваліг ӧныс кывт дугдывны ёна майк.
ur-ɪs ćuval-igen-ɪs kjvt dugdɪvlɪnɪ
squirrel-3sg be_in_heat-cVb.sim-3sg trapline along-3sg
jona vart-l-e.
much move-freq-prs.3sg
‘When the squirrel is in heat, it often moves along the trapline’ (Uotila 1989: 356)
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This is not always a clear-cut process, and we can see that there is wide variation in the conjugations used with verbs formed with frequentative derivations. This variation is also evident from Figure 2.

In some instances, reflexive derivations can change a verb from one type to the other in either direction. When a reflexive derivation is used to detransitivise the verb, the pattern also tends to change. This can be expected, as the derivation changes the transitive verb into a temporally longer-lasting intransitive verb. All of the following transitive verbs switch to using the -e- conjugation in intransitive derivations:

 пуны /pun'i/ ‘boil’ → пусивны /puśivn'i/ ‘be boiling’; кыйны /kijn'i/ ‘fish or hunt (for something)’ → кыйсывны /kijšiń'i/ ‘practice fishing or hunting’, шуны /šun'i/ ‘say’ → шусывны /šuśiń'i/ ‘be called’. We can illustrate this with (15) and (16). In (15), we see the normal use of the transitive verb ‘hunt’.

(15) Кӧч кыйасны кapatkanён и лэчён.
  keć kij-asnį kapkan-en i leć-en.
  hare hunt-fut.3pl trap-ins and snare-ins
  ‘The rabbit is hunted with traps and snares.’ (Uotila 1989: 356)

When a corresponding intransitive verb is derived from this stem, as we see in (16), the conjugation type changes to -e-.

(16) Лэчён кыйсьоны; сияласны лэчсö кӧч кывт вылас.
  leć-en kij-ś-en i; šijal-asnį leć-še keć
  snare-ins hunt-refl-prs.3pl set-fut.3sg snare-3sg.acc hare
  kijvt vil-as.
  track on-3sg.ill
  ‘This is how one hunts with a snare; the snare is placed on the rabbit’s track.’ (Uotila 1989: 356)

However, we often see the opposite change when the same derivation is applied to an intransitive verb. The reason for this is connected to various distinct functions of Komi reflexive derivations, as discussed above. The change from -e- to -as- takes place with derived verbs such as пукавны
/pukavnɨ/ ‘sit’ → пуксыны /pukšɨnɨ/ ‘sit down’; on the other hand, there is also a causative derivation of the same verb, → пуктыны /puktɨnɨ/ ‘put’, which occurs with the -as- conjugation, as would be expected of a transitive verb.

A similar conjugation shift with reflexive derivations can also take place in the other direction. In (17), we see a typical use of the verb пукавны /pukavnɨ/ ‘sit’.

(17) А Баба-Ягаыс пукало море дорын […]
    a baba jaga-ɪs пук-al-ɛ more dor-jn
    and Baba Yaga-3SG sit-FREQ-PRES.3SG sea at-INE
    ‘And Baba Yaga is sitting by the sea […]’ (Fokos-Fuchs 1916: 160)

The outcome of the derivation with an intransitive verb is different, and the resulting meaning is ‘sit down’, a temporally bounded action.

(18) А юр вылас тшож пукяс.
    a jur viļ-as чеž пук-š-as.
    and head on-3SG.ILL duck sit-REFL-FUT.3SG
    ‘And a duck sits down on the top of his head.’ (Fokos-Fuchs 1916: 159)

In this light, it seems to us that the idea proposed earlier, that reflexive derivations would always occur with the -e- conjugation, is only part of the picture, and that the different outcomes of this derivation need to be examined based on the lexical aspect of the resulting verb and the multiple functions of reflexive derivations in Komi.

As noted by Ponarjadov (2004), momentaneous verbs regularly occur with the -as- conjugation. If we look simply at the percentages for which different derivations fall into the two conjugation types, as seen in Figure 2, we can observe that causatives and momentaneous verbs are the ones that most clearly avoid the -e- conjugation. Other conjugation types occur with other derivations in similar proportions, even though in the corpus we see some processes that are related to both frequentatives and reflexives as well.

However, there appear to be subtle differences between the behaviour of momentaneous and causative derivations. Example (19) shows a momentaneous verb derived from the verb ‘pour’, which is itself a transitive -as- verb.
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(19) Мужик бëра кисьтыштас и аслыс этша кольö.

\[\text{mužik } bëra \quad \text{kiś-t-išt-as} \quad i \quad \text{aslîs}\]

man again pour-CAUS-MOM-FUT.3SG and 3SG.REFL.DAT

ečä kol-ę.

bit remain-PRS.3SG

‘The man pours again and leaves just a bit (of drink) for himself.’ (Fokos-Fuchs 1916: 167)

When -ę- conjugation verbs are derived further with this same derivation, their conjugation type does not change, as we can see in (20).

(20) Õдва кодзувъяснь кельыд югыдтор усьыштö.

\[\text{edva } koʒuv-jas-sañ \quad \text{kel’i}d \quad \text{jugid-tor} \quad \text{uś-išt-ę}.\]

hardly star-PL-EGR pale light-thing fall-MOM-PRS.3SG

‘Just a pale light falls from the stars.’ (SKNA 291:1a)

Creating a momentaneous derivation therefore does not change the conjugation type of the base verb, but these hardly ever appear to be formed from verbs that typically occur with the -ę- conjugation. One reason for this could be that these verbs are perceived as having a continuous temporal reading, which is not compatible with the punctual semantics of momentaneous derivations. In Standard Komi, however, they do occur regularly with momentaneous verbs, which points to a difference between the written language and the Udora dialect.

The fact that causative verbs typically belong to the conjugation type that is connected to transitive verbs is logical, as causative derivations are normally transitive (Dixon 2010: 169). Therefore we would not expect to find many such verbs with -ę-.

It has also been reported that Udora reflexive derivations carry an inchoative meaning. The examples provided in Žilina and Sorvačeva (1971: 234) include локсьыны /lokśiñi/ ‘start to go’, петчыны /peććiñi/ ‘start to exit’ and сёйсьыны /śojśiñi/ ‘start to eat; eat’. Nekrasova (2000: 48) also describes these Udora forms as reflexives, pointing to the examples мунсьыны /munśiñi/ ‘go’ and гижсьыны /gižśiñi/ ‘write’ (see the meaning in Standard Komi in Table 5). In these descriptions, the verbs are said to occur with -ę-, but as such forms are extremely rare or missing in our corpus, this interesting phenomenon must await further investigation. Lytkin (1961: 57) has also suggested that some onomatopoetic verbs in Udora would use the -ę- conjugation. Unfortunately we cannot verify this using
the current data, although the fact that verbs of vocalisation employ this conjugation could possibly support this.

5.5. The narrative use of tense markers in the Udora dialect

In the Udora dialect, as previously discussed, the Standard Komi present and future markers appear to be a primarily lexical feature that is connected to lexical aspect. However, as very few verbs fall absolutely into one conjugation or the other, we have decided to examine the broader context of their occurrence at the textual level. The narrative use of the Komi future tense has been regularly mentioned in the literature, as described in Section 3.2, and we can also find specific narrative-related phenomena in the Udora data.

The Udora data contains numerous instances where a narrative that has been in the past tense suddenly switches to using forms in -as- for all verbs. This can be compared, for instance, to the use of the past and historical present tenses in English. There, the variation in tenses can be connected to opening the narrative, with the tense returning to present in the coda section, among other structural functions (Schiffrin 1981, see also Flandernik 1991). A similar usage has also been described in Russian and other Slavic languages (Comrie 1976: 75–76). To our knowledge, tense variation in Komi narratives has not been studied extensively, although it is known that both present and future can also be used in narratives that describe past events, as was discussed in Section 3.2. In the Udora texts, we often encounter the use of verbs with -as- in parts of the story describing actively occurring events, whereas background information in the story appears either in the present tense, with the verbs either in the -as- or -e- conjugation, or in one of the past tenses. The system seems to be used in such a way that in the beginning, the tense becomes established, and the verbs marked with -as- indicate that the narrative is continuing in the same tense.

We can first discuss a series of examples from a complete published and recorded text. In the beginning, the fact that the story takes place in the past, and was not witnessed personally by the narrator, is marked with the second past tense in the verb ‘be’. Otherwise, the tense use in the beginning of the story is according to the standard Udora system, i.e. the choice of form is lexical and does not indicate a tense difference between the verbs. As the first sentence of the story already situates it in the past tense, we must consider the whole following section to already represent some type of historical present tense:
(21) Вот тар кыйём эшшё вёлёма сэтшён жо случай. Оти вёрался мунё вёрё, ружёй сьёрсис. Видздёлас: пу вылын пыкалёнис таръяс. Видздёлас да лындяс: сё кымын унджык гашкё вёлёма сён. И думайтё: [...] 

Vot tar kij-əm eşš vël-ema seçəm well grouse hunt-pst.ptcp also be-pst2.3sg this_kind že slućaj. eťi vəraliś mun-ə vərə. ružjə FOC event one hunter go-prs.3sg forest-ill rifle šër-is. víţed-as: pu vɨl-ǐn pukal-enis hold-pst.3sg look-fut.3sg tree top-ine sit-prs.3pl tar-jas. víţed-as da lid’d-as: so kimin grouse-pl look-fut.3sg and count-fut.3sg hundred about un-ʒık gaškə vələma seni. i dumajt-ə: lot-cmp maybe be-pst2.3sg there and think-fut.3sg 'Well there was also a story about grouse hunting. One hunter goes to the forest, with a rifle. He sees: the grouses are sitting in a tree. He takes a look and counts: around a hundred, maybe more [grouses] there were. And he thinks: [...]’ (Vászolyi-Vasse 1999: 440)

This continues into the second part of the narrative, presented in (22), where the protagonist ponders where to shoot:

(22) Кытчо-я льяя? Улё, вылё или шёрас? Кысь унджык сюрё? Думайтас да и: лыйла, медджё, выллё! 
kijće-ja lij-a? ul-ə, vɨl-ə il’i šër-as? where-q shoot-prs.1sg under-ill top-ill or middle-3sg.ill kiš un-ʒık šur-ə? dumajt-as da i: where.elа lot-cmp catch-prs.3sg think-fut.3sg and and lij-l-a, mežʒə, vɨl-ə! shoot-freq-prs.1sg foc top-ill ‘Where should I shoot? Below, above or in the middle? How do I catch the most? He decides: I’ll shoot, you see, from above!’ (Vászolyi-Vasse 1999: 440)

After this, however, comes the climax of the story. This is a sequence of events, where the first grouse falls onto the one under it and so on, causing a chain reaction of collapsing grouses. Every verb in this sequence is marked with the -as- conjugation. This can be compared to the description of the Standard Komi future tense use in Section 3.2, where the future
tense was described in point five as being used to bring the speaker closer to the events and to make the speech more vivid. Similar use connected to plot progression, or tellability, has also been described for the historical present tense in English (Fludernik 1991: 392–393). It could also be argued that (21) and (22) both contain background information, while (23) is distinctly marked. Distinguishing between narrative events has been suggested as one use of the historical present, and it has also been proposed that individual tenses have a tendency to cluster together for functional and discourse-level reasons (Schiffrin 1981: 52). The next segment is also similar to complicating action clauses, which Schiffrin (1981: 48) describes as being used to relay a series of temporally ordered narrative events.

(23) Муй нё, лъяс: вил-ас тар-ид уш-ас. Уськдас мёдс, мёдс коймёдс, нёллйдс витйдс, дасйдс, ветымйнйдс и сёдс, ставис уськдас. Мунас пу дорад, вёнтй датйдс сёчё. Сёвтас дойд тир. Да коляс на мёд сымыттём сёчё. Сидз и сёчё пропадитас ставывс.

\[
\textit{muj nё, lij-ас: vil-as tar-ид uš-ас.}
\]
what foc shoot-fut.3sg above-3sg grouse-2sg fall-fut.3sg

\[
\textit{uš-kёd-ас med-сё, med-js kojmёd-сё.}
\]
fall-caus-fut.3sg second-acc second-3sg third-acc

\[
\textit{нолёд-ис vitёd-сё, dasёd-сё, vetимёd-сё и fourth-3sg fifth-acc fiftieth-acc and}
\]

\[
\textit{соёд-сё, stav-js uš-kёd-ас. mun-ас}
\]
hundreth-acc everything-3sg fall-caus-fut.3sg go-fut.3sg

\[
\textit{pu dor-ad vёv-тё matёd-ас seёcё}
\]
tree at-2sg.ill horse-2sg.acc bring_near-fut.3sg there

\[
\textit{sev-t-ас dojd tir. da kol-ас na}
\]
put-caus-fut.3sg sledge full and remain-fut.3sg still

\[
\textit{med simittёm seёcё. сиц i seёcё other so much there so and there}
\]

\[
\textit{препадит-ас stav-js.}
\]
get_lost-fut.3sg everything-3sg

‘Well, he shoots: the uppermost grouse falls. It falls onto the second one, the second onto the third, the fourth onto the fifth, tenth, fiftieth and the hundredth, they all fall. He goes to the tree, brings the horse closer. Piles his sledge full. And he still leaves so much there. And so all that got wasted.’ (Vászolyi-Vasse 1999: 440)
The story ends with the laughter of the interviewer, Albert Vaneev, who is also a native Udora dialect speaker.


’eni na šişm-ę. eni na šişm-ę, da.
now still rot-prs.3sg now still rot-prs.3sg yes
‘Vaneev: Still they rot. Ekimov: Still they rot, right.’ (Vászolyi-Vasse 1999: 440; edited after the recording SKNA 13761: 2az)

At this point the story is already over, and we return to the expected Udora system, with the next verb marked with the -e- conjugation. This is the verb сисьмыны /śişmɨn/ ‘rot’, an example of a non-volitional process verb, which we earlier analysed as often belonging to this conjugation. Most importantly, this narrative shows several instances where verbs that typically belong to the -e- conjugation occur with -as-. For example, this happens to the verbs мунны /munnɨ/ ‘go’, кольны /kol’nɨ/ ‘remain’ and усны /uśnɨ/ ‘fall’. We can therefore show that in some narrative contexts, the default third-person marking for different verbs can be overridden.

This temporal shift is not obligatory, as the narrator always has various means available to express events in the past. There are also texts where every verb is marked with -e- in the third person. We can illustrate this here with an example from Syrjänische Texte III.

(25) Сірп, сія овлывл¤ вур¤ма пом¤ д¤ра. Пасьтаыс д¤ранысл¤н кък аршин. Сія овлывл¤ дас аршин куза. Б¤д¤о вийым сирп ш¤рас м¤ш¤к, шу¤ны сирп с¤тан¤н. Б¤д¤о вийым сирп вылас вур¤ма пуись кар¤м табъес. Улышла¤д¤рас вур¤ма из рот¤. Б¤д¤о вийым м¤д¤ м¤д¤р сирп помас гез¤, метра куим куза¤. Гесс¤ вур¤ма сирп помас улышлазворас и вылышлазворас. Сы гезй¤н ва¤д¤с кыск¤ны. Улышлазвор гесс¤ гаровт¤ны кок¤ и вылышлазвор генас кыск¤ны кий¤н. Сирп¤ны куим м¤рт, кък м¤рт кыск¤ ва куяз¤н с койм¤д¤ черис¤ сирплан¤ыс повзь¤д¤д¤ б¤дй¤н.

sirp, sija ov-liv-l-ę vur-ema pom pom-ę sirp 3sg be-freq-freq-prs.3sg sew-pst2.3sg end end-ill
dera. pašta-is dera-is-len kik aršin. sija cloth length-3sg cloth-3sg-gen two aršin 3sg
ov-liv-l-ę das aršin kuža. vęże vijim sirp be-freq-freq-prs.3sg ten aršin long then ex sirp
šer-as mešek, šu-enj sirp sitan-en. vežę
middle-3SG.INE mešek say-PRS.3SG sirp bottom-INS then
vijim sirp viš-as vur-l-ema pu-ış
EX sirp top-3SG.ILL sev-FREQ-PST2.3SG wood-ELA
kar-em tab-jes. ulślador-as vur-l-ema
do-PST.PTCP bobber-PL underneath-3SG.ILL sev-FREQ-PST2.3SG
iz rot-ę. vędže vijim med méder sirp
stone mouth-ILL then EX other other sirp
pom-as gez, metra kuim kuža. ges-sę
end-3SG.ILL rope meter three long rope-3SG.ACC
vur-ema sirp pom-as ulślador-as i
sew-PST2.3SG sirp end-3SG.ILL underneath-3SG.ILL and
viļslador-as. si gezi-en va-ęd-is kisk-enj.
above-3SG.ILL 3SG rope-INS water-PROL-3SG pull-PRS.3PL
ulślador ges-sę garovt-enj kok-ę a viļslador
underneath rope-ACC roll-PRES.3PL foot-ILL but above
gez-nas kisk-enj kij-ę. sirp-enj kuim mort,
rope-3PL.INS pull-PRS.3PL hand-INS sirp-PRS.3PL three man
kik mort kisk-ę va kuža-ış a kojmed
two man pull-PRS.3SG water along-3SG and third
čeri-sę sirp-lań-ış pov-ź-ęd-ę bedj-ęn.
fish-3SG.ACC sirp-APPR-3SG fear-REFL-CAUS-PRS.3SG stick-INS

‘A sirp, it may be (made so) that a cloth is sewn from one end to another. It is two aršins long. It can be ten metres long. Then in the middle of the sirp there is mešek, it is called the sirp bottom. Then, to the top of the sirp, are sewn wooden bobbers. To the underside a stone is sewn, to the mouth. Then, at the other end, there is a rope, it is three metres long. The rope is sewn to the end of the sirp from underneath and from above. With this rope, it is pulled along the water. The lower rope is rolled by foot, and the upper rope is pulled by hand. Three persons use the sirp, two pull it along the water and the third frightens the fish toward the sirp with a stick.’ (Uotila 1989: 340)

There are, however, crucial differences between this text and the previous example. In (23), the events described serve a very specific function in advancing the narrative plot, and they have a clear temporal order. The protagonist shoots and causes the birds to fall, then he gets his horse and sledge, then packs the birds up in one sequence of actions. Example (25), by
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contrast, is a more static description of a type of fishing equipment. In the very first phrase, we have the verb form /ovlvle/, which is a frequentative derivation of ‘be’. There are also numerous verbs in the second past tense formed with frequentative derivations. It is also noteworthy that, although the example includes numerous transitive verbs, they are used primarily without explicit objects. In the very end, we have an instance of a transitive verb with a direct object, in the phrase /ćeris povžde/ ‘frightens the fish’. Still, the conjugation type does not change with each verb, but rather spans the entire text. This can be compared to the way the use of the Standard Komi present tense is described in Section 3.2, where the tense is described as also being used to mark events in the distant past, along with events that exist at all times. In this context, the narrator might have thought of fishing with a sirp as an older practice, remote from the current situation (as the narrator was a prisoner of war in Finland when the narrative was being told), or as a general way of doing this activity that essentially exists at all times.

According to Cypanov (2005: 150), the historical future tense is used to some extent in Komi, but it is particularly common in Permian Komi, which has a stronger Russian influence. He points to parallels in Russian dialects where the historical future is used. As Udora is one of the Komi dialects with a relatively strong Russian influence, it does not seem impossible that Udora Komi speakers would have become accustomed to Russian narrative practices. As both different tense markers are used in Udora in these kinds of narrative functions, it is not clear whether we should assume contact influence or an independent development in the dialect. That said, this process in Udora clearly illustrates that there are at least some functions where the conjugations are not used to mark only verb-specific lexical aspect, and that they can acquire tense-like use in longer spans of text under certain conditions.

In Section 3.2, we mentioned that the Komi present tense is used to express events that are true at all times, as well as to mark distant events in folklore. This may offer a fruitful point of comparison between the contemporary Komi and Udora systems. In (21), we also see an instance where the second past tense is used to establish the timeframe of the narrative, after which the present and future tenses are used. A similar use has also been described in Standard Komi. In the next section, we provide a more detailed comparison between Old Komi and Udora, also with a view to contemporary Standard Komi.
5.6. Comparison to Old Komi

The Old Komi corpus is extremely small, consisting of short texts on icons and historical manuscripts in the Old Komi script. This language form is attested from the 14th century, and it represents an extinct Komi dialect that was closely related to Udora and the Lower Vyčegda dialects. All in all, these materials consist of 233 words of connected text written in the Old Komi alphabet (Sidorov 1962: 189). In addition to these fragments, there is essentially one longer text in the Cyrillic alphabet that is thought to represent the same Old Komi language form, possibly having been copied from Old Komi originals. There are three known copies of this text. Two were used by Lytkin in his description of Old Komi: Lepehin’s text and the Evgenian text. One more version was found and published by Sidorov (1962). With all of these texts taken together, but counting the text that exists in three versions only once, the entire Old Komi corpus is just under one thousand words.

These materials are now becoming more accessible than ever, as the characters used are currently in the Unicode standard under the Old Permic character block. The authors of this study have collected various versions of Old Komi texts published by Lytkin (1952) and Sidorov (1962), and constructed a corpus that is available online (Partanen 2021). We have analysed this corpus for various features, including instances of parallel forms existing in both Udora and Old Komi in other aspects of the lexicon and morphology, but crucially for the question at hand, we have morphologically annotated all third-person verbs in the present and future tense. We examined the corpus, which, to our knowledge, now contains all known Old Komi texts, and manually extracted all verbs that occur in the third person in the present or future. Table 8 provides a comparison of these verbs in Old Komi and our Udora materials.

The systems are very similar in the majority of cases, with Old Komi and Udora verbs employing the corresponding morphemes most of the time. We do see some differences, and the total number of verbs in the Old Komi corpus is very small, but the correspondences are still interesting and the pattern is so strong that it appears to be more than coincidental. Since the number of examples in the Old Komi corpus was so small, no further statistical tests were carried out. Most of the verbs occur only once in the Old Komi texts, and some are also absent from our Udora materials. There is also an example of the verb лолъыны /lolźını/
### Table 8: Old Komi and Udora third-person verbs compared

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb</th>
<th>UPA</th>
<th>Translation</th>
<th>Old Komi</th>
<th>Udora</th>
<th>-e-</th>
<th>-as-</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>вайны</td>
<td>vajni</td>
<td>bring</td>
<td>-as-</td>
<td>-as-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>27</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>вайсыны</td>
<td>vajšinj</td>
<td>bring (refl.)</td>
<td>-as-</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>not found in the corpus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>воньы</td>
<td>voni</td>
<td>arrive</td>
<td>-as-</td>
<td>-as-</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>96</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>вуджны</td>
<td>vužni</td>
<td>cross</td>
<td>-as-</td>
<td>-as-</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>кутны</td>
<td>kutni</td>
<td>hold</td>
<td>-as-</td>
<td>-as-</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>кывны</td>
<td>kivni</td>
<td>hear</td>
<td>-as-</td>
<td>-e-</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>see Section 5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>локны</td>
<td>lokni</td>
<td>come</td>
<td>-e-</td>
<td>-e-</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>лолзьыны</td>
<td>lolžinj</td>
<td>revive</td>
<td>-e-</td>
<td>-as-</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>semantic difference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>льддьыны</td>
<td>լիդձինի</td>
<td>read</td>
<td>-an-</td>
<td>-as-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>cf. Upper Sysola future</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>лэдзыны</td>
<td>ležni</td>
<td>let</td>
<td>-as-</td>
<td>-as-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>петны</td>
<td>petni</td>
<td>exit</td>
<td>-e-</td>
<td>-e-</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>сетны</td>
<td>šetni</td>
<td>give</td>
<td>-as-</td>
<td>-as-</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>сулавны</td>
<td>sulavnj</td>
<td>stand</td>
<td>-e-</td>
<td>-e-</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Old Komi) ~ ловзьыны /lovžinj/ (Udora), where the meaning in Old Komi is ‘be resurrected, born again’, and which in our Udora examples is used to refer to dough rising. Earlier in our analysis, we stated that many of the process verbs like this would normally use the -e- conjugation in Udora. Additionally, Old Komi shows examples of morphemes that are similar to the future forms encountered in Upper Sysola, formed in the plural with /-aništ/ (Žilina 1975: 118), which is another type of variation not present in Udora. As we have already analysed in the earlier sections, the system in Udora is not always clear-cut. There is variation, and some of it is strongly related to narrative structures that override the lexical aspect, which is the main factor behind the selection of allomorphs. A wider comparison would be necessary but it is not currently possible, at least with the Old Komi materials themselves.

As the Old Komi texts are of a religious nature, there are also newer editions of the same sentences. We will therefore take a brief look at the corresponding texts in contemporary Komi. If we look at the Old Komi
text in (26), we see a short fragment that is also present in the contemporary Bible. One modern translation of the corresponding lines is: [...] but has crossed over from death to life. Very truly I tell you, a time is coming and has now come when the dead will hear the voice of the Son of God and those who hear will live. (The Holy Bible 2011: John 5:24–25). One modern Russian translation, on the other hand, is as follows: [...] но перешел от смерти в жизнь. Истинно, истинно говорю вам: наступает время, и настало уже, когда мертвые услышат глас Сына Божия и, услышав, оживут. (Biblija 2010: 1475). This text has an interesting tense structure with a clear future reference, which makes it relevant for further examination. In (26) from Old Komi, each third-person verb occurs in a different form, essentially following the conjugation pattern we see in Udora today. The transitive verb ‘hear’ occurs with -as-, as does the temporally bounded intransitive verb ‘cross’. In contrast to these, the intransitive verbs ‘come’ and ‘be born again’ occur with -e- conjugation.

(26) [...] чёчкӧ вузас куламлыс’ олём пычкӧ, ина вэс’тас войпам тийанлы, вэвэс’ локтӧ йэз и Ѵнэ вим ку’з’кӧ куломайас кыласныс горасӧ йэн пилӧн, сэс’ кылмыс’ и лӧлз’ёнъс.
čëč ke vuž-as kulëm-lisz olem pijк-э. ina also if cross-FUT.3SG death-ABL life inside-ILL truly
vešt-as vejp-am tijanli, veves straight-3SG.ILL condemn-PRS.1PL 2PL.DAT because
lokt-ë jez i ĭne viim ku’țke come-PRS.3SG people and now ex somehow
kulëma-jas kil-asnis gora-șe jen pi-lën dead-PL hear-FUT.3PL voice-3SG.ACC God son-GEN
seš kilm-îs i lolz-ënis then word-ELA and be_born_again-PRS.3PL
‘… also crosses from death to life, very directly we say to you that, it will come, people who now are, in some time the dead will hear the voice of the Son of God, and be born again.’ (adapted from Lytkin 1952: 66)

The translation is the authors’ interpretation of these lines, based on the Old Komi text and the different existing translations. If we then take the contemporary Standard Komi version of the same fragment, presented in (27), we see that the tense marking is very different and is reminiscent of
the tense marking in the English and Russian versions of the text. The time that will come is marked with the Standard Komi future tense, while the background information is given in the past tense. This can be compared to the variation in tense use in narratives that we examined in Section 5.5.

(27) [...] но кулёмсыс сийё вуджис нин олёмас. Веськыда, веськыда висьтала тианлы: воас кад да воис нин, кор куломаяс кыласны Ен Пилысь гольо шыс. Сэки Сийёс кылышясь ловзясны.

no kulem-sis sijg vuq-is nin olem-as.
and death-3SG.ELA 3SG cross-PST.3SG already life-3SG.ILL

veski da, veski da viștal-a tijanli: vo-as kad
directly directly say-PRS.1SG 2PL.DAT come-FUT.3SG time
da vo-is nin, kor kulema-jas kil-asni
and come-PST.3SG already when dead-PL hear-FUT.3PL

den pi-lis geles sh-се. seki sijes
God son-ABL voice sound-3SG.ACC then 3SG.ACC

kiš-jaş lovz-asni
listener-PL bornagain-FUT.3PL

‘[…] and from death he turned already to life. Truly, truly I say to you: the time will come, and has already come, when the dead will hear the son of God’s voice. Then those who hear it will be born again.’ (The New Testament in Komi-Zyrian language 2013: Иоан серти бур юор 5:24–25)

Although this is an isolated comparison, we think it provides a relatively good picture of the differences between the Udora dialect and Standard Komi when it comes to the use of these morphemes. Based on our intuition, the contemporary Bible translation reflects the way many contemporary Komi texts would express these tense distinctions. We can even compare the temporal sequence in it to Example (2) in this study, where the future tense is used to refer into an event, i.e. Vladimir being called a fool, that is presumed to occur later. However, we feel that these examples support the idea that the choice of third-person morpheme must have been conditioned at an earlier historical stage by the lexical aspect of individual verbs, possibly so that one of the morphemes was reserved for a small group of intransitive verbs, and that eventually this has come to express a more temporal sequence of events elsewhere in Komi.
6. Conclusion

As we have demonstrated in our study, rather than displaying distinct present and future tenses, the Udora dialect of Zyrian Komi has one undifferentiated non-past tense. The morphemes that correspond to the Standard Komi present and future tenses are used in the dialect to distinguish two groups of verbs that differ in their lexical aspect. When the verbs are derived in ways that modify their lexical aspect, the conjugation type also changes in a predictable manner. The aspectual properties of verbs belonging to the -e- conjugation are connected to telicity, expressing temporal continuity and boundedness. Additionally, various process verbs and verbs of vocalisation belong to the -e- conjugation, but due to their small number in the corpus, their exact properties have not been analysed here in detail. All frequent transitive verbs and approximately half of all intransitive verbs occur with -as-, which can be considered the most common third-person marker in the non-past tense in the Udora dialect.

We have described the historical background of the Udora dialect and shown that the process we encounter here has strong parallels in Old Komi. This fits well with the wider historical context of the Northern Zyrian dialects, a group that includes both Old Komi and Udora. This connection has been proposed several times before, but we hope that our investigation will serve to clarify the situation and lead to further dialectological research covering a wider range of varieties.

From the point of view of derivational morphology, we can distinguish several active processes influencing the selection of conjugation type. Causative derivations make verbs transitive, which shifts the derived verbs into the -as- conjugation type following the Udora system. Momentaneous verbs, which must be considered temporally bound, also occur principally with -as-. When it comes to verbs derived using the polysemous derivational morpheme -ś-, the conjugation type changes in either direction in a predictable manner, depending on the type of derivation that is created.

One occasion in the Udora dialect where the two conjugation types show tense-like properties is in the tense structure of narratives, where the background information in a story is given in one of the past tenses, and the forms that correspond to the standard Komi present and future tenses are used in longer intervals of text. This use appears to override the lexical demands for a verb to fall into a specific conjugation type, thereby contributing to the variation we see in the corpus. We compare this use to historical narrative tense reported in other Komi dialects and propose that
there could be a connection between the Udora system, this kind of tense-like usage in the narratives, and the fully functional present–future opposition that has been described in Standard Komi and the other dialects. We believe that there is still more to investigate with regard to how the tenses are used in different Komi varieties, but we hope that our contribution provides a clearer picture of the situation in the Udora dialect and the Northern Zyrian dialects more generally.

We have combined archival materials, published texts and contemporary recordings to create a collection of Udora texts that spans the entire 20th century. The example sentences are available in the online appendix to this study and are also archived in the Udora Komi collection maintained in the Language Bank of Finland. We hope that this will allow for further verification, comparison and extension of this work whenever new material becomes available. Although numerous open questions remain concerning the verbal morphology of Komi and the Permic languages more broadly, we hope that the findings of our research offer new perspectives and directions for further work.
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Nonstandard abbreviations used in glosses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>APPR</td>
<td>approximative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMP</td>
<td>comparative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNG</td>
<td>connegative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVB.SIM</td>
<td>simultaneous converb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EGR</td>
<td>egressive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EX</td>
<td>existential predicate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOC</td>
<td>focus particle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PST2</td>
<td>second past</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROL</td>
<td>prolate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q</td>
<td>question particle</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Appendix

The online appendix “Tense and Aspect in Udora Komi” is available at
https://doi.org/10.33339/fuf.97371.